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background: Previous studies have shown PCI administered 12-24 hours (hrs) after onset of chest pain (CP) improves 12-month survival 
in STEMI patients (pts). Despite this, management of these pts continues to be controversial.
methods: Using a comprehensive prospective regional STEMI program database, we evaluated the frequency, clinical characteristics and 
outcomes of pts stratified by onset of CP to device: <6 hrs, 6-12 hrs and 12-24 hrs.
Results: Of the 4,214 consecutive STEMI pts from 3/03 to 3/14, 3,157 (74.9%) had an identifiable time for their onset of CP including 
2,545 (80.6%) <6 hrs; 402 (12.7%) 6-12 hrs and 210 (6.7%) 12-24 hrs. Late presenting pts had a higher rate of diabetes, were less likely to 
present with cardiac arrest and more likely to have a RCA/circumflex culprit than earlier presenters. Although “late presenters” had longer 
total door to balloon (includes 77% transfer pts) times compared to “early presenters,” both length of stay and mortality (in-hospital, 30 days 
and 1 year) were similar. Of 173 “late presenting” pts with an identifiable culprit artery, 161 (93.1%) had PCI performed similar to “earlier 
presenters.”
 
conclusion:  Determining an accurate time from onset of CP to treatment is challenging in many pts (25% uncertain, commonly due to out 
of hospital cardiac arrest). Only 6.7% of STEMI pts presented >12 hrs after CP onset. The clinical characteristics and outcomes of the “late 
presenters” were similar to “early presenters,” supporting the use of primary PCI in these pts.
